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Dated 28
th

 January, 2019. 

 

Points for discussions with Managing Director, Oscsc Ltd. 
 

1. Confusion and uncertainty regarding timeline for procurement of Khariff 

crop and delivery of CMR in districts having single crop – Request for 

suitable clarification. 

2. Recent decision for appointment of contractors for transportation of paddy 

from Mandi to Mill and CMR from Mill to RRC points at the midst of the 

procurement season is likely to dislocate ongoing paddy procurement. A re-

think may kindly be considered in consultation with all the concerned parties. 

3. In line with the scheme of prudent plan for tagging nearest RRC-cum-DSC 

for issue of Rice under Government Schemes, RMC-Chandbali depot (DG-

040504) may be tagged to the nearby Rajkanika (Within 10 KM) and Aul (16 
KM approx) Blocks of Kendrapara since both the Blocks do not have any Rice 

Mills and Kendrapara district itself is a deficit district. 

4. Streamlining adequate and timely supply of New Gunny bags by Oscsc. 

5. Consideration of old pending issues:- 

a) Communication of rates of T.C. for previous KMS 2017-18 to enable the 

millers to finalize last year’s accounts by submitting claim bills for the 

differential amount. 

b)  Issue of clarification on payment of dues for KMS 2016-17 at the revised 

rates for TC as well as other incidentals as per OSCSC Letter 

No.19064/5.11.16 to the concerned districts or the concerned millers of the 

districts where it is established by the Committee that the delay in completing 

delivery of CMR was due to space constraints at RRCs. 

c) Reimbursement of Toll Gate fees incurred by the millers at the toll gates 

while transportation of paddy from Mandi to Mill and on CMR from Mill to 

the RRC points against production of receipt as was agreed during the meeting 

with Aorma under Chairmanship of Hon’ble Commissioner-cum-Secretary, 

FSCW few months ago. 

 

(Santosh Kr. Agrawal), 

Chairman. 


